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Double and single peaks in nuclear magnetic resonance spectra of natural
and 29Si-enriched single-crystal silicon
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We report the nuclear magnetic resonance~NMR! spectra of phosphorus-doped single-crystal silicon, en-
riched to 97%29Si, which display double as well as single peaks as the sample is rotated with respect to the
static magnetic field. It is shown that the shape and the width of the NMR lines are predominantly due to
nuclear dipolar interactions. We provide a theoretical model to determine the strength of the weaker scalar
coupling between neighboring29Si nuclei. For naturally abundant single-crystal silicon~4.7% 29Si), the an-
isotropic dipolar interaction is visible as well in the NMR spectra. We have observed small side peaks for
particular orientations of the crystal axes and we show that the intensity of the side peaks contains information
on the distribution of29Si atoms in the28Si matrix.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.054105 PACS number~s!: 61.66.2f, 82.56.2b, 03.67.Lx, 76.60.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

Intensive research has been performed on single-cry
silicon, which is the workhorse of the microelectronics i
dustry today, in order to fully understand the material a
control its quality. Recently published quantum computat
proposals1,2 are also based on silicon and rely on the exist
expertise. Since the gate operation of these proposed q
tum computers depends on the interaction between nuc
magnetic moments, detailed information on this interact
is very important. Reference 2, for example, proposes
direct use of the state of the29Si nuclear spin as a qubit. It i
therefore highly relevant to obtain information on the li
shape and width of the NMR resonance lines, which is
lated to the coherence time of a nuclear spin system, an
the scalar coupling between29Si nuclei, which contributes to
the gate operation time. Researchers have independ
made efforts to isotopically purify silicon and produce hi
quality single crystals.3 Naturally abundant silicon contain
92.2% 28Si ~nuclear spin 0!, 4.7% 29Si ~nuclear spin1

2 ), and
3.1% 30Si ~nuclear spin 0!. Single-crystal wafers of pure28Si
are already commercially available4 and research is ongoin
towards the production of isotopically pure29Si and 30Si
single crystals. Silicon samples with various concentrati
of the 29Si isotope are very interesting to study with NM
spectroscopy, since the effect of the isotopic concentra
on phenomena such as optical pumping5,6 and spin diffusion
can be investigated.

We report on the NMR spectra of29Si-enriched silicon,
which reveal a strong dependence on the orientation of
crystal axes versus magnetic field. We start the theore
modeling of the data with a qualitative analysis of all mech
nisms that could modify the silicon NMR spectrum and sh
that dipole-dipole coupling produces the strongest nuc
interaction. Using a model based on this interaction, we p
vide a quantitative analysis of the experimental data. Th
we expand the model to include scalar coupling and exp
0163-1829/2003/68~5!/054105~6!/$20.00 68 0541
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how more quantitative information on the strength of th
interaction could be obtained. We have performed sim
experiments with naturally abundant silicon samples,
which we have observed small side peaks adjacent to
main resonance peak. We show that the ratio of the a
under the side peaks to the area under the main peak g
information on the distribution of the29Si atoms in a28Si
matrix.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Single-crystal silicon has a diamond structure~see unit
cell and main axes in Fig. 1!. The 29Si isotopically enriched
sample is a single-crystal cylinder, with an approximate
ameter of 8 mm and a height of 4.5 mm. The growth axis
@100#, but the sample has been cut off-axis and there is ab
5° uncertainty in the exact orientation of the crystal ax
The isotopic concentration of this sample is 2.4%28Si,
96.9% 29Si, and 0.7%30Si, and the phosphorus doping lev
is 1 –231015 cm23. The latter determines the spin-lattic
relaxation timeT1 , which has been measured to be 1
610 min, in agreement with theoretical predictions.7

The naturally abundant sample consists of a stack of e
838-mm2 pieces of silicon wafer~single crystal!, producing
a total sample height of 4 mm. The wafer orientation is@100#
and the wafer pieces have been cut parallel to^110& direc-
tions. The isotopic concentration is 92.2%28Si, 4.7% 29Si,
and 3.1% 30Si, and the phosphorus doping level 1 –
31015 cm23.

The samples are inserted in the holder of a homeb
probe and can be rotated along the central axis of the
coil, with a precision of 0.5°. Accurate initial positioning o
the samples is hard, especially for the29Si-enriched sample
due to the miscut of the crystal. Therefore, the NMR spec
we show correspond to the specified orientations within 1
error.

The NMR spectra are taken at room temperature wit
commercial spectrometer~Tecmag! in a 7-T magnet~Oxford
©2003 The American Physical Society05-1
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Instruments!. This magnetic field corresponds to a Larm
frequency of f Si559.5744 MHz. The pulse sequence co
sists of ap/2 pulse (30msec), followed by a 5-msec dead
time and the observation of the free induction decay. T
presented spectra are the real part of the Fourier transfor
the free induction decay, starting 30msec after the beginning
of the data acquisition. Time intervals between two succ
sive experiments range from 30 min to 3 h sinceT1 is very
long for all samples~more than 2 h!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
FOR 29Si-ENRICHED SILICON

The NMR spectra for the29Si-enriched sample are show
in Fig. 2 for 21 orientations of the sample with respect to
magnetic field. The crystal is first oriented with the@001#
axis parallel to the magnetic fieldB0 and then rotated along
the @110# axis, such thatB0 becomes parallel to@001#,

@11̄1#, @11̄0#, @11̄1̄#, and @001̄#, consecutively. The ex
perimental data show a strong dependence on the orient
of the magnetic field with respect to the crystal structure. T
resonance lines are most narrow for^100& orientations
(;800 Hz), become very broad for̂110& orientations
(;2000 Hz), and a line splitting appears for^111& orienta-
tions ~maximum observed line splitting of 1250 Hz!. The
spectra have been normalized such that the total area un
neath each spectrum is the same, to compensate for the
ing initial polarizations of consecutive experiments~we have
observed area fluctuations of65% over the whole range o
crystal orientations when the initial state of the spin syst
for each experiment is identical!.

IV. THEORETICAL MODEL

In a diamond lattice, every silicon atom is tetrahedra
surrounded by four nearest neighbors~see Fig. 1!. The ori-

FIG. 1. Unit cell of the diamond structure. As can be seen,
bonds lie alonĝ 111& directions.
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entation of the bonds belongs to the set of^111& directions.
Assuming no crystal strain and negligible bond changes
to isotopic variation,8 all nuclear sites are magneticall
equivalent since silicon hasTd point-group symmetry.9

Therefore, the effect of chemical shift anisotropy in NM
spectra can be neglected. As mentioned above, only one
tope, 29Si, can be observed with NMR spectroscopy. Sin
29Si has nuclear spinI 5 1

2 , no nuclear quadrupolar interac
tions are present and only direct and indirect nuclear dipo
interactions determine the resonance spectra of single-cr
silicon.

There are two types of indirect dipolar interactions: t
Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida ~RKKY ! interaction,10

which is a long-range interaction, and the scalar coupling
J-coupling, which is a short-range interaction. The RKK
interaction is normally observed in NMR spectra of hea
metals and the strength of the interaction is proportiona
the square of the density of the conduction electrons. All
the silicon samples in the present experiments aren-type
with phosphorus doping levels<431015 cm23. Therefore,
the RKKY-type interactions will cause changes in the lin

e

FIG. 2. NMR spectra of a29Si isotopically enriched single-
crystal silicon sample. The horizontal axis is offset by 59.57
MHz; the vertical axis is arbitrary. The sample is rotated by;10°
along the@110# axis between subsequent experiments. The width
the resonance line for thê100&, ^110&, and ^111& orientations is
;800 Hz, ;2000 Hz, and;800 Hz, respectively. A maximum
line splitting of 1250 Hz is observed in̂111& orientations.
5-2
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width of the resonance peaks which are far below 1 H
Considering the data in Fig. 2, this type of indirect nucle
interaction can be neglected. Theoretical predictions of
other type, scalar coupling, have been made for the ligh
atoms,11 up to 23Na, but the calculations are increasing
hard if more electron shells are involved. Experimental
search reports scalar coupling constants of 23–186 Hz
29Si-29Si single bonds.12 Such a coupling strength can
most account for a small part of the spectral features
observe in Fig. 2. Direct magnetic dipolar interactions b
tween two neighboring29Si nuclear spins in single-crysta
silicon produce couplings of up to 1000 Hz and from t
observed linewidth in Fig. 2, it is clear that this is the rig
order of magnitude for explaining our data.

Finally, sinceT1 for the silicon samples is very long~sev-
eral hours! and in agreement with theoretical predictio
based on the doping type and concentration,7 nuclear inter-
actions with magnetic impurities should be very weak a
will also be neglected in our discussion. The interaction w
the phosphorus nuclei themselves~nuclear spin 1

2 , 100%
abundant! is also negligible, because of density consid
ations ~the atomic density of single-crystal silicon is
31022 cm23). The structure of our system is therefore
lattice of spin-12 nuclei, coupled via magnetic dipolar inte
actions. The effect of the scalar coupling is discussed la

Previous experiments have observed line splittings
NMR spectra of particular samples in which the domina
nuclear interaction is a dipolar interaction.13,14 The original
experiment13 was performed with a sample containing fair
isolated pairs of1H nuclei. When the magnetic fieldB0 was
parallel to the axis connecting1H pairs, a symmetric double
peak appeared in the NMR spectrum.13 This phenomenon
called a Pake’s doublet, has been observed more recentl
a 13C-enriched single-crystal diamond sample.14 In this case,
the nuclei are no longer isolated, but anisotropy of the di
lar interaction creates semi-isolated pairs of13C nuclear
spins. Since silicon has a diamond structure as well and
dominant interaction is dipolar coupling, the discussion
the 29Si-enriched sample is analogous to the13C case.

The truncated HamiltonianHdd of a system of identica
magnetic dipolesmSi5gSi\ISi is given by16

Hdd5
m0

4p
gSi

2 \2(
i , j

~3I i
zI j

z2I i I j !

2r i j
3 ~123 cos2u i j !, ~1!

with gSi the gyromagnetic ratio of29Si, I i the nuclear angu-
lar momentum vector of nucleusi, r i j the distance betwee
the positions of two nucleii andj, andu i j the angle between
the magnetic fieldB0 and the vectorr i j . The last factor in
Eq. ~1! shows that the dipole-dipole interaction between t
nuclei is dependent on the arrangement of the atoms
respect to the magnetic field. The strongest interaction oc
if r i j is parallel toB0 and the interaction completely vanish
if r i j is at the magic angleu i j 554.74°. The strength of the
dipolar interaction is directly reflected in the width of th
resonance lines in the NMR spectra. We consider three c
tal orientations:

~i! B0 parallel to@100#: all four nearest neighbors are
the magic angle with respect toB0 and only second-neares
05410
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neighbor interactions and higher contribute to the linewid
Therefore, a relatively narrow resonance line is expected

~ii ! B0 parallel to @110#: two nearest neighbors are a
35.3° with respect toB0 and two are at 90°. The interactio
between a given nucleus and any one of its nearest neigh
therefore causes a line splitting of13

D f 5
1

2p

m0

4p

gSi
2 \

r i j
3

3

2
5550 Hz ~2!

and depending on the exact spin configuration of the f
nearest neighbors, several NMR peaks will appear wit
maximum splitting of 43550 Hz52200 Hz. There are con
tributions from the second-nearest neighbors as well
overall, a relatively broad resonance line is expected.

~iii ! B0 parallel to @111#: one bond is parallel toB0 and
this produces the strongest possible interaction; the o
three are at 70.5° and the interaction with each one of th
is weaker by a factor of 3. If only the bond parallel toB0 is
considered, a Pake’s doublet13 would be observed with line
splitting

D f 5
1

2p

m0

4p

gSi
2 \

r i j
3

351100 Hz. ~3!

Including contributions from the other nuclei, two relative
broad resonance lines with the above splitting are expec

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The data in Fig. 2 correspond very well to the intuitiv
picture described above and are also in good agreement
the spectra obtained for13C-enriched diamond,14 taking into
account a scaling factor of 5.6@see the dependence on gyr
magnetic ratio and lattice constant in Eqs.~1!–~3!#. The line
splitting and linewidth for the resonance line in the^111&
orientation ~see Fig. 2, caption! have been determined b
fitting the NMR spectrum with two Gaussian-shaped curv
We have also performed an experiment in which the ini
orientation of the sample is@110#, with rotation along the
@001# direction. In this case, the NMR spectra change from
single broad peak to a single narrow peak and back t
single broad peak, without displaying the double peaks,
expected.

By using the method of moments by Van Vleck,16 we
provide a quantitative analysis of the shape and width of
NMR lines. We have calculated the moments for a 100
abundant29Si diamond lattice, including 1963 atoms for th
calculation of the second moment,M2 , and 95 atoms for the
fourth moment,M4 ~see first and second columns in Table!.
The line shape is dependent on the value ofM4 /@3
3(M2)2#. If this value is much larger than 1, the line sha
is Lorentzian, if it is equal to 1, the line shape is Gaussi
and if it is significantly smaller than one, a double pe
appears.15 As can be derived from the data in Table I, th
theoretical value ofM4 /@33(M2)2# is smaller than 1 for all
crystal orientations. The smallest value is obtained for
@111# orientation, for which line splitting is observed.

The full width at half maximum~FWHM! of a resonance
5-3
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TABLE I. The theoretical values ofM2 andM4 in the case of dipolar interactions are given for the thr
main crystal orientations in the first and second columns. The third column shows the experimental va
M2 derived from the data of Fig. 2 and the fourth and fifth columns give the fractional increase ofM4 if
J-coupling is present. The data in the table are results of theoretical calculations, unless otherwise sp

M2 M4_d M2
a M4_J /M4_d

b M4_J /M4_d
c

~100 Hz! 2 ~100 Hz! 4 ~100 Hz! 2

@100# 5.86 66 16 0.550 0.043
@110# 36.9 2970 52 0.065 0.005
@111# 47.3 3880 63 0.063 0.005

aExperimental results.
bJ5180 Hz.
cJ550 Hz.
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line is directly proportional toM2 and inversely proportiona
to M4 , which is illustrated by the following formula for
respectively, a Gaussian-shaped and Lorentzian-shaped
nance line~truncated Lorentzian!:

FWHMGaus52.36AM2, ~4!

FWHMLoren'1.8M2AM2
2

M4
. ~5!

It is clear from Table I that the narrowest line is expected
the @100# orientation.

In the third column of Table I, we give the experiment
values for the second momentM2 . Comparison with theo-
retical predictions demonstrates that the experime
FWHM is larger than expected. This is partially due to ma
netic field inhomogeneities and susceptibility effects, wh
in our setup increase the width of the resonance line by
proximately 100 Hz~see Sec. VI!. This broadening increase
M2 and the increase is most pronounced for the narrow
line. It has also been mentioned in the previous section
there is a 10° error in the crystal orientation of the samp
Since the@100# orientation has the narrowest line, any dev
tion from this orientation will result in an increased lin
width. Both factors therefore affect most strongly the expe
mental data for the@100# orientation, which explains the
differences between the first and third columns of Table

To obtain information on theJ-coupling, we have calcu
lated M4 based on dipolar interactions only,M4_d , and the
additionalM4 if J-coupling is included,M4_J ~see fourth and
fifth columns in Table I!. Two representative values of th
J-coupling have been used~see Sec. IV!. The second mo-
mentM2 is not changed by the presence ofJ-coupling, since
it is an exchange-type interaction. The values in Table I sh
that the increase ofM4 is most pronounced for the@100#
orientation, where an increase ofM4 with 55% is expected
for a J-coupling of 180 Hz. As discussed before, increase
M4 correspond to a narrowing of the resonance line. The
fore, in order to determine theJ-coupling based on this
model, it would be desirable to reduce the line broaden
due to magnetic field inhomogeneity and uncertainty
sample orientation by the use of appropriate sample sh
and state-of-the-art equipment. In such conditions, we wo
expect a reduction of these unwanted broadening effect
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less than about 5 Hz, and a more quantitative study of
J-coupling could be performed.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS FOR NATURALLY
ABUNDANT SILICON

In naturally abundant silicon, the29Si atoms are very di-
lute ~4.7% 29Si) and the overall effect of dipolar interaction
on the NMR spectrum is small. Dipolar interactions are on
significant for neighboring29Si atoms, in which case Eqs.~2!
and~3!, which are valid for isolated pairs of29Si atoms, are
a good model for the experimental situation. All isolated29Si
atoms precess with the unperturbed Larmor frequency.
NMR spectra for naturally abundant silicon are displayed
Fig. 3 for the three main crystal orientations. The spec

FIG. 3. ~a! NMR spectra of naturally abundant silicon for thre
orientations:B0i @100#, B0 i @110# ~spectrum shifted by 1 kHz!, and
B0 i @111# ~spectrum shifted by 2 kHz!. The spectra are average
over 7 to 17 experiments. The horizontal axis is offset by 59.57
MHz; the vertical axis is arbitrary.~b! Comparison of the line shap
for B0 i @100# ~dashed curve! with the line shape forB0 i @110# ~top
figure! and B0 i @111# ~bottom figure!. The dashed vertical lines
indicate the position of the theoretically calculated resonance
quencies of the side peaks.
5-4
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have been normalized, such that the amplitude of the cen
resonance peak is the same for the three spectra.

For all crystal orientations, the central resonance line
very narrow (FWHM5170 Hz) and results from nearly iso
lated 29Si nuclei. The width of this peak is mainly due t
inhomogeneity of the magnetic field over the sample volu
since spin-echo experiments have shown that the effec
linewidth is less than 50 Hz. Some finer structure is visi
for the @110# and @111# orientations. For better compariso
the@100# resonance line is plotted on top of, respectively,
@110# and @111# resonance lines in Fig. 3~b!. The side peaks
are produced by pairs of29Si nuclei and the frequency sep
ration depends on the orientation of the axis of the pair w
respect to the magnetic field. As expected from Eq.~2!, the
data for the@110# orientation shows the presence of a si
structure with a splitting of about 550 Hz. In the spectra
the @111# orientation, a clear set of side peaks is visible w
a splitting of about 1000 Hz@Eq. ~3!# and an additional two
peaks at roughly 367-Hz splitting. Small deviations of t
line splittings from the theoretical predictions are due to
accurate orientation of the sample with respect to the m
netic field. The side structure has been observed in prev
experiments with silicon,17 in which optical pumping has
been used to overcome the low signal-to-noise ratio of
29Si NMR spectrum.

The amplitude of the side peaks is directly proportiona
the number of nuclei that form pairs. If the29Si atoms are
randomly distributed in the28Si matrix, a fraction of 0.0472

of the atoms forms29Si pairs with a specific bond orienta
tion. For the@111# orientation, for example, the outer tw
peaks are formed by a29Si pair whose pair axis is parallel t
B0 . Every atom can be part of only one such pair~see Fig.
1!. Therefore, assuming a random distribution of the29Si
atoms, the area under the outer two side peaks shoul
0.047 times the area under the full spectrum. In the@110#
orientation, on the other hand, there are four possible
configurations containing the same29Si nucleus and produc
ing the same line splitting. Therefore, to first order, the a
under the two side peaks is expected to be 0.0473450.19

*Email address: verhulst@leland.stanford.edu
†Also at Sektion Physik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universita¨t,
D-80797 München, Germany.

‡Also at NTT Basic Research Laboratories, 3-1 Morinosa
Wakamiya, Atsugi-shi, Kanagawa 243-01, Japan.

TABLE II. For a random distribution of 4.7%29Si atoms in a
28Si matrix, the theoretical ratio of the area under the side pe
versus the area under the full spectrum has been calculated fo
three main crystal orientations. In the@111# orientation, only the
outer two side peaks are considered. The experimental value o
ratio is obtained from the data of Fig. 3.

Theoretical Experimental

@100# 0 0
@110# 0.19 0.2260.015
@111# 0.047 0.0660.015
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times the area under the full spectrum. These theoretical
dictions for a random distribution are summarized in Table
together with the experimental values obtained from the d
in Fig. 3. Taking into account the difficulty in accurate pos
tioning of the sample, we conclude that there is very go
agreement between theory and experiment, and that the
tribution of the 29Si atoms resembles a random distributio

From the previous discussion, it is clear that NMR can
used to check the distribution of29Si atoms in a28Si matrix.
More precisely, the amount of pairs of29Si atoms versus
single 29Si atoms can be derived. The same technique can
used to verify the quality of future isotopically engineer
structures, such as atomic planes of29Si atoms in a28Si
matrix. In this case, no nearest-neighbor29Si pairs exist,
which results in the absence of side peaks with 1100
splitting if B0 is oriented along one of thê111& directions of
the crystal. If NMR becomes sensitive enough, it could a
be used to check the overall uniformity of the distribution
substitutional dopants in bulk silicon, such as31P atoms, for
example~nuclear spin1

2 ).
Finally, we have measured the uniform chemical shiftFSi

of single-crystal silicon with respect to (CH3)4Si ~TMS!. As
mentioned in Sec. IV, there is negligible anisotropy of t
chemical shift. The experiment has been performed w
naturally abundant silicon and the substitution method
been used. A chemical shift ofFSi5(nSi2nTMS)/nTMS5
282.561 ppm is obtained.

VII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have presented NMR spectra
29Si-enriched and naturally abundant single-crystal silic
The spectra show significantly different line shapes if theB0
field is parallel with, respectively, the@100#, @110#, or @111#
directions and we show that this is due to the anisotropy
the magnetic dipole-dipole interaction. For the29Si-enriched
sample, we analyze the effect of the scalar coupling on
line shape and describe how a more quantitative value ca
obtained with state-of-the-art equipment. Furthermore,
have proposed NMR spectroscopy as a tool to characte
the randomness of the distribution of dilute substitution
magnetic nuclei in single-crystal samples with a diamo
structure. This technique is based on the ratios of area
NMR resonance peaks.
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